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We have systematically investigated the diffusion behavior of silica nanoparticles within
supercritical ethanol, in terms of solvent properties by varying temperature �T� and pressure �P�, to
elucidate how the inhomogeneous solvent structures and density fluctuations in the solvent affect the
diffusion behavior of solute particles. Results show that at a constant pressure, the diffusion
coefficient �D� of the particles increases with increasing temperature, reaches the maximum �Dmax�
within the gaslike supercritical fluid �slightly below the ridge�, and finally decreases abruptly at very
low fluid density when temperature is increased further. Results reveal that D is appreciably larger
than the theoretical prediction �Einstein–Stokes relationship� in the vicinity of the critical density
��c� of the solvent. We interestingly observed that D becomes maximum �Dmax� at a particular
thermodynamic condition �Ti , Pi�, which is expressed by the empirical formula Tri= Pri

0.16

�for Tri�1, Pri�1�. Here, Tri=Ti /Tc and Pri= Pi / Pc; Tc and Pc are the temperature and the pressure
at critical point, respectively. Results further reveal that Dmax increases significantly with decreasing
solvent density within the gaslike supercritical fluid where the changes in viscosities are negligible.
These findings are unique, novel, and intriguing. We suggest that the enhancement of the diffusion
coefficient in the vicinity of the critical density and the abrupt decrease in the diffusion coefficient
in very low density gaslike fluid are associated with the change in the solvent-solvent and
solute-solvent direct correlation function �related to the effective interaction potential� upon density
change when the fluid crosses the ridge of density fluctuations and within the gaslike fluid.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3373404�

I. INTRODUCTION

Microscopic particles exhibit Brownian motion in the
liquid dispersion due to their random encounters with the
solvent molecules in thermal motion. Diffusion behavior of
tiny solute particles in the liquid dispersion has enormous
importance in various fields of fundamental science and
technology. The diffusion coefficient of the particles in am-
bient liquid is described by the hydrodynamic theory which
assumes that particles move through a homogeneous con-
tinuum. For spherical particles dispersed in a stationary liq-
uid, the diffusion coefficient is expressed by the Einstein–
Stokes relation,

D =
kBT

3��dH
, �1�

where D is diffusion coefficient, kB is Boltzmann constant, T
is absolute temperature, � is viscosity of the medium, and dH

is hydrodynamic diameter of the particles. Einstein–Stokes
relation predicts that the diffusion coefficient of the particles
in the homogeneous medium is proportional to T�−1. This
prediction works well in the liquid solvent. Therefore the
transport phenomenon of microscopic particles in the liquid

medium is well understood. However, the transport phenom-
enon of the particles in supercritical fluids �SCFs�, which
have attracted enormous scientific interest as novel solvents
due to their intriguing physicochemical properties, still re-
mains unexplored.

SCFs have attracted immense scientific interest as novel
solvents because of their unique advantages over conven-
tional solvents in controlling chemical reactions, extraction
processes, as well as in synthesizing and assembling
nanoparticles.1–13 Their physicochemical properties such as
viscosity ���, dielectric constant ���, and ion product exhibit
dramatic changes with respect to temperature �T� and pres-
sure �P�. SCFs are considered to be inhomogeneous and per-
turbed due to the intense density fluctuations and temporary
clustering of the molecules both in space and in time.14,15

Local fluid structure can be changed from the dense liquid-
like structure to the gaslike structure across the ridge of den-
sity fluctuations �Fig. 1� by varying temperature or
pressure.16–18 The ridge corresponds to extrema of the vari-
ous physical quantities of SCFs which are related to the sec-
ond derivatives of the Gibbs free energy; for example, heat
capacity, isothermal compressibility,19 partial molar
volumes,1,20,21 sound velocity,22 and thermal conductivity.23

The dynamic properties of SCFs such as the correlation time
of density fluctuations, correlation length, and thermal diffu-a�Electronic mail: sghosh@riken.jp. FAX: �81-48-467-9389.
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sivity are highly sensitive to temperature and pressure and
they show extrema in the vicinity of the critical density.24 In
a dilute supercritical mixture the solute-solvent interaction
gives rise to a cooperative phenomenon that exhibits either a
solvent-rich region or a solvent-deficient region around the
solute which determines the solubility of the fluid.20,21,25,26

We consider that the transport phenomena of nanopar-
ticles in SCFs should be intriguing because the diffusion co-
efficient of the particles can be manipulated continuously
within a wide range in terms of the structural, dynamical,
and physicochemical properties of the solvent by varying
only the thermodynamic parameters without any additives.

The challenging study of the diffusion behavior of nano-
particles in high temperature and high pressure liquid was
initiated by Alargova et al.27 in the beginning of this century
with the development of a state of the art light scattering
system. This pioneering initial work was intriguing which
motivated us to explore diffusion behavior of particles in
high temperature and high pressure liquids in details both by
experiments and theory. In the recent years, a number of
studies have been carried out to elucidate the transport phe-
nomena of nanoparticles in high temperature and high pres-
sure water both by experiment and theory.28–32 Numerous
attempts to investigate the transport phenomenon of nanopar-

ticles in supercritical water �SCW� were unsuccessful be-
cause particles generally tend to aggregate in high tempera-
ture and high pressure water. Our investigations suggest that
nanoparticles aggregate in high temperature and high pres-
sure water due to the decrease in the dielectric constant with
increasing temperature29 and due to the increase in the ionic
dissociation of water molecules.32,33 It was also suggested
that the change in the dielectric constant might have a role to
change the surface charge density of the particles.33 These
effects lower the interparticle electrostatic repulsive potential
significantly in high temperature and high pressure water and
enhance aggregation of particles.

To investigate the transport behavior of nanoparticles in
a SCF one requires an appropriate probe particle which
should remain stable against aggregation �or dissolution� in
that particular SCF for a reasonably long period of time.
After many trials with different solutes and solvents, we
found that silica nanoparticles remain stable in supercritical
ethanol �SCE� for a long period of time.34 Therefore, silica
nanoparticle should be an appropriate probe to investigate
the diffusion behavior in SCE.

The transport properties of the solutes strongly depend
on the viscosity of the solvent. At ambient temperature the
viscosities of gases and liquids differ by about two orders of
magnitude. In case of ethanol, there is a wide range of inter-
mediate density between 0.4 and 0.2 g cm−3, in which �
depends only weakly on temperature and density �Fig. 2�.
Within this intermediate density regime, particularly in the
vicinity of the critical density, � amounts only about one-
thirtieth ��3%� of its value at ambient temperature. The low
viscosity and high fluidity property of the SCF results in the
high molecular mobilities which should enhance mass diffu-
sion and accelerate the diffusion controlled chemical reac-
tions. However, these are only speculations and no experi-
mental evidences are so far available in the literature.

In this article, we are interested in investigating the dif-
fusion behavior of nanoparticles in SCE within the interme-
diate density regime, particularly across the ridge of density
fluctuations, to elucidate the transport behavior in terms of
the structures, dynamics, and physicochemical properties of
the solvent.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials and sample preparations

Aqueous dispersions of silica nanoparticles �5.13% sol-
ids� and ethanol �99.5% pure� were purchased from Poly-
sciences, Inc. �Warrington, PA� and Wako Pure Chemical
Industries, Ltd. �Osaka, Japan�, respectively. They were used
as purchased. The working solutions were prepared by mix-
ing the initial dispersion of silica nanoparticles with ethanol.
The samples were sufficiently diluted to avoid multiple scat-
tering from the particles. The concentration of the particles in
the working solution was 0.04 g l−1. Concentration of water
in the working sample was approximately 0.8 g l−1.

B. Characterization of the sample

The size of the particles was measured by dynamic light
scattering �DLS� at ambient temperature. The mean diameter

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic phase diagram of ethanol. TP, BP, and CP are the
triple point, the boiling point, and the critical point, respectively. The gray
region above CP represents SCE. The broken line within SCE is the ridge of
density fluctuations. �b� Phase diagram of pure SCE. CP corresponds to the
critical point �i.e., Tc=240.85 °C and Pc=6.1 MPa�. The symbol ��� cor-
responds to the thermodynamic conditions �T , P� where DLS intensity was
observed maximum. The broken line is the observed ridge of density fluc-
tuations. The error bar at A represents experimental uncertainty. Error bars at
B–E show the width of the ridge.
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of the particles was 107.9 nm. The � potential of the particles
in ethanol dispersion was measured by an electrophoretic
light scattering photometer �ELS-Z, Otsuka Electronics Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan� under atmospheric pressure. The mea-
sured � potential was �56.6 mV at 25 °C. Stability of silica
nanoparticles in ethanol against temperature and pressure
was examined by heating the working sample at different
temperatures �in the range of 265–335 °C� for 2 h. The size
of the particles remains unchanged and the solubility of silica
nanoparticles was found to be negligible within the tempera-
ture range of 265–304 °C under high ��12 MPa� pressure.

C. Dynamic light scattering measurements

Diffusion coefficient of the particles in ethanol disper-
sion was measured by DLS using DLS-820 �Otsuka
Electronics Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan� equipped with a He–Ne

�10 mW, 632.8 nm� and a solid-state �50 mW, 532 nm� laser.
The scattered light was detected by a photomultiplier at a
fixed 90° angle.

The present experimental setup allows the DLS mea-
surements within the temperature limit of 450 °C and the
pressure limit of 40 MPa. Diffusion coefficient �D� of the
particles was measured within the temperature range of
20–348 °C. For each measurement �at each T� we have used
the freshly prepared sample. During the measurement T and
P were controlled with the accuracy of 	0.1 °C and 	0.02
MPa, respectively.

DLS-820 works in a homodyne mode of operation and
the scattered light intensity autocorrelation function �ACF�
g�2��
� is given by35

g�2��
� =
�IS�t�IS�t + 
��

�IS�2 , �2�

where Is is the intensity of the scattered light. Corresponding
electric field ACF g�1��
� is related to g�2��
� by35

g�2��
� = 1 + �g�1��
��2. �3�

For a dispersion of spherical particles with uniform size,
g�1��
� is an exponential function of diffusion coefficient of
the particles and is expressed by35

g�1��
� = exp�− Dq2
� , �4�

where q= �4�n /�0�sin�� /2� is the scattering vector; n, �0,
and � are refractive index of the medium, wavelength of the
incident light, and the scattering angle, respectively.

To measure the temperature and the pressure dependence
of D by DLS, q should be calculated at each temperature and
pressure using appropriate refractive index of the solvent.
Due to the lack of the experimental data in the literature,
refractive index of ethanol was calculated by Lorentz–
Lorenz equation, which is expressed by36

n2 − 1

n2 + 2
=

4��N

3
. �5�

Here, �N is the number density and  is the polarizability
volume. For ethanol, =5.41�10−24 cm3.36 To calculate the
temperature and the pressure dependencies of n from Eq. �5�,
density of ethanol was computed by the formulation given in
Ref. 37. The temperature and the pressure dependencies of
the refractive index of ethanol calculated by Eq. �5� are given
in the supplementary information.38

In order to avoid interparticle interference and multiple
scattering we used very dilute samples in which the concen-
tration of the particles was very low.

D. Dynamic light scattering in supercritical fluids

Reliability of the measurement of diffusion coefficient of
the particles in high temperature and high pressure liquid by
DLS experiments was carefully examined using standard sol-
vent and solute.27,28 We chose water as a standard solvent for
this investigation because the temperature and the pressure
dependencies of the viscosity and the refractive index of wa-
ter, which are required for DLS experiment, are precisely
known. We measured the intensity ACF g�2��
� both from

FIG. 2. Properties of ethanol. Temperature dependence of �a� density
�Ref. 37� and �b� viscosity �Ref. 40� at pressures of 6.8, 7.4, 9.2, 2.3, and
14.4 MPa. �c� Viscosity with respect to density.
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pure water and from aqueous colloidal dispersions at differ-
ent thermodynamic conditions �Ti , Pi� within the SCF state.
We observed that two distinct diffusive modes exist in ob-
served g�2��
�: one arises from the solvent density fluctua-
tions and the other one arises from the particle diffusion in
the solvent.28 Results reveal that the relaxation time of the
solvent density fluctuations is much slower �millisecond or-
der� than that of the particle diffusion �microsecond order�.
Results demonstrate that the particle diffusion takes place
within a time period which is shorter than the required time
period separating two neighboring correlation channels
�g�2��
�� due to solvent density fluctuations. Therefore it is
possible to extract the ACF of particle diffusion from the
dynamics of solvent density fluctuations by means of DLS
experiments.

The intensity ACF g�2��
� is measured in the homodyne
regime and corresponding electric field ACF g�1��
� is calcu-
lated to determine the diffusion coefficient of the particles by
means of cumulant method.39

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Temperature and pressure dependencies
of diffusion coefficient

The intensity ACF g�2��
� due to the diffusion of silica
nanoparticles in ethanol was measured by DLS at several
temperatures and pressures within the temperature range of
20–348 °C and the pressure range of 6.8–14.4 MPa. Diffu-
sion coefficients were determined from measured g�2��
� by
Eqs. �3� and �4� and by applying cumulant method.39 Details
of the measurements are reported earlier in Refs. 27 and 28.
Measured diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig. 3. Solid
lines shown in the figure are the theoretical predictions �Dth�
calculated by the hydrodynamic theory �Eq. �1��. To calcu-
late Dth, � was computed by the formulation given in Ref.
40, which is shown in Fig. 2�b�. Results demonstrate that as
temperature increases from room temperature at a constant
pressure, �i� D increases slowly within the temperature re-
gime 20–240 °C, �ii� D increases very fast at above 240 °C,
and �iii� finally D decreases at high temperature within the
SCF state. The temperature dependencies of D were exam-
ined at pressures of 6.8, 7.4, 9.2, 12.3, and 14.4 MPa. Ob-
served results demonstrate that D starts to decrease at a char-
acteristic temperature which depends on applied pressure.

Results reveal that the diffusion behavior of nanopar-
ticles in the supercritical state is highly sensitive to tempera-
ture and pressure. When T is increased at a constant pressure
Pi �for example, 6.8, 7.4, 9.2, 12.3, and 14.4 MPa�, D in-
creases and reaches its maximum �Dmax� at the characteristic
temperature �Ti� within the SCF state. It is observed that Ti is
521 K for 6.8 MPa, 530 K for 7.4 MPa, 551 K for 9.2 MPa,
577 K for 12.3 MPa, and 588 K for 14.4 MPa �Fig. 3�.
Results clearly demonstrate that D decreases abruptly when
temperature is increased above Ti at pressure Pi.

Observed results suggest that the diffusion coefficient
reaches Dmax in the SCF state at a particular thermodynamic
condition �Ti , Pi�, which is expressed by the empirical for-
mula,

Tri = �Pri
� �for Tri � 1,Pri � 1� . �6�

Here, Tri=Ti /Tc is reduced temperature and Pri= Pi / Pc is
reduced pressure. Tc and Pc are the critical temperature and
the critical pressure, respectively. � and � are constants. For
ethanol Tc=514 K �Ref. 41� and Pc=6.1 MPa.41 The em-
pirical formula �Eq. �6�� is described in Fig. 4 by the solid
line. From the fitting with the experimental results we find
that �	1.0 and �	0.16. The solid line in Fig. 4 describes
the thermodynamic state of ethanol which facilitates the fast-

FIG. 3. �a� Diffusion coefficient of silica nanoparticles in ethanol as a func-
tion of temperature at 6.8, 7.4, 9.2, 12.3 �Ref. 34�, and 14.4 MPa. Solid lines
represent Einstein–Stokes relationship �Eq. �1��. �b� Part of figure �a� is
enlarged.

FIG. 4. Reduced temperature Tri as a function of reduced pressure Pri. The
open circles represent the thermodynamic condition where Dmax was ob-
served. The solid line represents the empirical formula �Eq. �6��, which
describes the thermodynamic condition for the fastest diffusion coefficient
in SCE. The solid circle is the critical point of ethanol.
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est diffusion of solute particles. The empirical formula might
have an upper limit for temperature and pressure, which we
did not observe within our experimental limit.

We would like to note that when a trace amount of solute
dispersion is added into pure ethanol the working solution is
no longer pure, and therefore the critical constants should
shift a little. The working solution used for our experiment
contains trace amount of water which is estimated to be
0.8 g l−1. A majority of the published values for the critical
temperature for ethanol lie between 513.9 and 516.7 K and
the critical pressure lies between 6.1 and 6.4 MPa.42 Our
experiments demonstrated that the critical constants of the
working solution lie within this limit given in the literature.
Therefore, no further correction was done.

Experimental result is analyzed by the hydrodynamic
theory which assumes that the solute particles move through
a homogeneous liquid continuum. The comparison between
the experimental observations and the theoretical predictions
suggests that the hydrodynamic theory works well within the
liquid phase of ethanol which corresponds to the temperature
regime of 20–240 °C at pressures P�6.8 MPa �Fig. 3�. In
the SCF state, however, D deviates from the theoretical pre-
dictions �Dth�. Results show that at 12.3 MPa pressure, D is
larger than Dth within the temperature range, 241–304 °C,
whereas it decreases abruptly at T�304 °C. Similar behav-
ior was observed for pressures of 6.8, 7.4, 9.2, and 14.4 MPa.
We conclude that at pressure Pi, D is appreciably larger than
Dth within the temperature range, Tc�T�Ti, whereas D de-
viates abruptly downward from Dth at T�Ti.

Results suggest that the diffusion coefficient of particles
in the SCF state �within the thermodynamic range, Tc�T
�Ti� is larger than what is predicted by the hydrodynamic
theory. We observed that the difference between the theoret-
ical prediction �Dth� and the experimental D depends on ap-
plied pressure. We estimated that in the vicinity of Dmax the
differences between D and Dth are about 13% for 9.2 MPa,
14.9% for 12.3 MPa, and 20% for 14.4 MPa.

Here, we make an error analysis to estimate the uncer-
tainties involved in the predicted diffusion coefficient. Dth

might involve an uncertainty which arises from the uncer-
tainty in the viscosity data.40 The computed viscosity used in
calculating Dth reproduces experimental viscosity data43

within an accuracy of 0.7%–2.1%. However, the experimen-
tal data43 taken from the literature have uncertainties as large
as 	6% in the supercritical region. We estimate that the un-
certainty in Dth might be as large as 	8.1% in the supercriti-
cal regime. This suggests that the significant differences be-
tween observed D and Dth �Fig. 3� do not arise from the
uncertainties in viscosity data. Finally, we conclude that the
observed diffusion coefficient of nanoparticles in supercriti-
cal solvent is larger than what is predicted by the hydrody-
namic theory.

To measure D by DLS one also requires the refractive
index of the solvent at each temperature and pressure. We
calculated refractive index of ethanol by Eq. �5� because no
refractive index data for SCE are available in the literature.
To calculate refractive index by Eq. �5�, we computed den-
sity of ethanol by the formulation given in Ref. 37. These
density data have an accuracy within 	0.2%. This formula-

tion is based on the experimental data44 which is estimated to
be accurate within 	0.4% in the supercritical state. We con-
sider that these trivial uncertainties in the refractive index
would not affect our results.

We observed that the uncertainties at critical point and
very close to the critical point are large and unpredictable.
Therefore, we excluded experimental data at critical point
and very close to the critical point.

Results suggest that the diffusion coefficient of nanopar-
ticles in the supercritical solvent is appreciably larger than
what is predicted by the hydrodynamic theory, and we find
that a special thermodynamic state exists in the supercritical
solvent where nanoparticles move with the fastest diffusion
coefficient. This diffusion behavior is highly intriguing and
unique.

To elucidate the diffusion behavior of nanoparticles in
the SCF in terms of the solvent structures we analyze ob-
served results as a function of the density and the viscosity of
the solvent. The density and the viscosity were varied by
changing temperature and pressure. Figure 5�a� shows that D
increases as the density of the solvent decreases, D reaches
the maximum �Dmax� at a characteristic density, and finally D
decreases abruptly from its maximum at very low density
gaslike solvent. Solid lines represent theoretical predictions
�Dth� at different pressures. Predictions by the hydrodynamic
theory agree well with the experimental results within the
higher density �0.8–0.4 g cm−3� liquid medium. Results re-
veal that D is significantly larger than the predictions �Dth� in
the intermediate density �0.4–0.2 g cm−3� regime, and D
reaches the maximum �Dmax� when the density of the solvent
is slightly less than the critical density ��c=0.276 g cm−3�.37

The changes in the viscosity with respect to the density of
the solvent are shown in Fig. 5�b�. Observed Dmax at differ-
ent applied pressures and corresponding solvent densities are
shown in Fig. 5�c�. Results show that Dmax is larger at lower
fluid density. However, D drops abruptly at very low fluid
density.

Results reveal two important facts. In the low density
����c� gaslike solvent where the change in viscosity with
respect to pressure is trivial, we observe that �i� for a con-
stant density, D changes significantly with little pressure
change �Fig. 5�a��, and �ii� Dmax changes significantly with
respect to solvent density �Fig. 5�c��. Results suggest that the
diffusion behavior of the particles in the gaslike SCF is al-
most independent of the viscosity of the solvent.

Diffusion behavior of nanoparticles in the SCFs in terms
of solvent properties is an unknown issue to be explored. No
relevant information is available in the literature so far. It
might be interesting to note that Butenhoff and co-workers45

examined the binary diffusion coefficient �D12� of NaNO3

molecules in SCW. They observed a “critical slowing down”
in the vicinity of the critical point of water. Farther from the
critical point, however, they observed that D12 is about 15
times larger than its value at ambient temperature. Although
the size of a silica nanoparticle �examined in this work� is
approximately 200 times larger than the size of a NaNO3

molecule, we interestingly find that the diffusion coefficient
of a silica nanoparticle in SCE at maximum �Dmax� is about
100 times larger than its value at ambient condition. A com-
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parison between these results indicates that the diffusion co-
efficient of a molecule or a particle in the SCF may depend
on solute-solvent interaction.

The observed diffusion behavior of nanoparticles in the
gaslike SCF is a novel finding. We consider that the diffusion
behavior of nanoparticles in SCF is related to the solvent
structures, solvent-solvent, and solute-solvent interactions.
This will be discussed in section C.

B. Kinetic stability of the particles in high temperature
and high pressure solution

Dispersion stability of nanoparticles or colloids in the
liquid is governed by the net forces acting between the sur-
faces of the particles. The net interparticle potential in a liq-
uid is generally accounted for by Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-
Overbeek �DLVO� theory,46–51

VD = VA + VR, �7�

where VD is net DLVO potential, VA is van der Waals attrac-
tive potential, and VR is the electrostatic repulsive potential.
For two identical spherical particles of radius r and separated
by a distance H, VA is expressed by49

VA = −
A

12

 1

x�x + 2�
+

1

�x + 1�2 + 2 ln� x�x + 2�
�x + 1�2 � . �8�

Here, A is the Hamaker’s constant,52

A =
3

4
kBT�� − �1

� + �1
�2

+
3h�e

16�2

�n2 − n1
2�2

�n2 + n1
2�3/2 , �9�

x=H /2r, � is the dielectric constant of the solvent, �1 is the
dielectric constant of the solute, h is the Planck’s constant, �e

is the electronic absorption frequency, and n1 is the refractive
index of the particles.

In a low dielectric solvent the ion concentration is very
low and the Debye screening length is very large. For such a
system, the effect of Debye screening length is negligible
and VR is approximated as53

VR =
4���0r2�2

R
, �10�

where R is the distance between the centers of the particles,
�0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, and � is zeta potential.

The stability of the particles in the solution depends on
both the surface properties of the particles and the physico-
chemical properties of the solvent. Temperature dependence
of the net DLVO potential is numerically calculated by Eq.
�7� considering that the properties of the solvent �such as �,
�, and n� change with temperature and pressure but those of
the solutes �such as �, �1, and n1� remain unchanged. Due to
these assumptions, temperature dependence of the stability
of particles in the dispersion is solely determined by the
temperature and the pressure dependence of the properties of
the solvent. The physical quantities used in this calculation
are given in Table I. Due to the limited dielectric constant
data for ethanol in the literature, we have calculated the
DLVO potential barrier only at 14.4 MPa.

The net DLVO potential �VD� and the potential barrier at
maximum �VD

max� are numerically calculated at different tem-

FIG. 5. �a� Diffusion coefficient with respect to the density of ethanol at
different pressures. Solid lines are the predictions by the hydrodynamic
theory �Eq. �1��. �b� Figure 2�c� is replotted to show the corresponding fluid
viscosity. �c� Dmax with respect to solvent density.

TABLE I. Physical quantities used for the numerical calculations. Mean hydrodynamic radius �r� is measured
at T=25 °C. �, n1, and �1 are the zeta potential, refractive index, and dielectric constant of silica nanoparticles,
respectively.

Materials r �nm� � �mV� n1 �1 �e /1015 �s−1�

Silica nanoparticle 53.95 −56.6 1.544a 4.5b 2.65

aReference 54.
bReference 4.
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peratures for P=14.4 MPa. Numerical results are described
in Fig. 6 and 7. Numerical calculations show that VD

max de-
creases from 53kBT to 2kBT when temperature is increased
from 30 to 300 °C.

Colloidal dispersions are thermodynamically unstable,
and they are stabilized kinetically. The aggregation rate of
the particles in the solution depends on �i� the collision fre-
quency with which the particles encounter each other and �ii�
the probability that their thermal energy is sufficiently high
to overcome the kinetic potential barrier. In the presence of a
repulsive potential barrier, only a fraction of the collisions
result in the permanent aggregations. The complete aggrega-
tion kinetics can be calculated if it is assumed that the rate
constants are practically independent of particle size. The
universal rate constant for diffusion-controlled aggregation
of identical spherical particles is expressed by51

kr 	
8kBT

3�
. �11�

Here, kr is independent of the particle size and the collision
frequency with which the particles encounter one another is
expressed by

fc = krnc =
8kBT

3�
nc, �12�

where nc is the number of the particles per unit volume. To
stabilize particles in the solution at T for a period of time t,
one requires that the probability of occurring a permanent
aggregation of two colliding particles overcoming their ki-
netic potential energy barrier ��E� should be kept less than
1 / fct, i.e.,

Pagg�T,t� = exp�− �E/kBT� �
1

fct
, �13�

where Pagg�T , t� is the probability of occurring a permanent
aggregation at T within the time period t. Eqs. �12� and �13�
yield

�E

kBT
� − ln� 3�

8kBTnct
� . �14�

Hence, the minimum kinetic barrier required to stabilize par-
ticles in a high temperature and high pressure solution is

�ES = − ln� 3�

8kBTnct
�kBT . �15�

If the kinetic potential energy barrier �E is much higher than
�ES, i.e., �E��ES, the solution is stable and the particles
remain dispersed in the liquid for a long period of time. If
�E��ES, particles start to aggregate and the aggregation
proceeds slowly. If �E��ES, the aggregation will proceed
very fast. Equation �15� is a good approximation at the initial
stage of the aggregation process. As the aggregation pro-
ceeds additional considerations are required. The tempera-
ture and the pressure dependence of �ES can be predicted
from Eq. �15� by introducing the temperature and the pres-
sure dependence of �.

C. Diffusion behavior and fluid properties

In this section we discuss the implications of the ob-
served diffusion behavior of nanoparticles in SCF. In case of
a conventional solvent, which is considered to be homoge-
neous and unperturbed, the decrease in diffusion coefficient
is usually attributed to the increase in particle size or aggre-
gation of the particles or formation of the clusters. However,
it is unknown what really occurs in the SCFs. Here we dis-
cuss the observed diffusion behavior in SCF in terms of sol-
vent structures and properties.

For the DLS experiments we used a flow-type sample
cell. Due to the complex structure of the sample cell, it was
impossible for us to recover and investigate the actually mea-
sured �heated� samples after the experiment to examine
whether particles aggregated or not. Therefore we used an
alternative method. We examined the diffusion coefficient of
the particles in SCE as a function of heating time �t� at a
fixed temperature and pressure for a long time. If particles
aggregate diffusion coefficient would decrease with respect
to heating time, which is expected due to the consequence of
Eq. �15�.

We measured D at three different temperatures of 265,
305, and 325 °C at P=12.3 MPa. Results are shown in Fig.

FIG. 6. DLVO potential with respect to the distance between the surfaces of
the particles at P=14.4 MPa. Numerical calculation is carried out by
Eq. �7� �Ref. 34�.

FIG. 7. DLVO potential barrier �VD
max� between two silica nanoparticles.

VD
max is estimated from VD �Fig. 6� �Ref. 34�. �Es is calculated for nc

=2.36�1013 /m3, t=7200 s, and P=14.4 MPa by Eq. �15�.
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8. We observe that D remains unchanged for a long period of
time �t�3600 s� at all three temperatures. This result dem-
onstrates that size of the particles remains unchanged within
the observed time period. Stability criterion �Eq. �15�� sug-
gests that when particles start to aggregate in the high tem-
perature and high pressure solvent the aggregation proceeds
fast with heating time due to low interparticle potential bar-
rier and high collision frequency. As a result, size of the
aggregates increases and the diffusion coefficient should de-
crease with respect to heating time. These are demonstrated
by experiments shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9�a� shows the dif-
fusion coefficient of colloidal gold �CG�27,29 and polystyrene
latex �PSL� �Ref. 29� in water as a function of temperature at
25 MPa. The solid lines represent diffusion coefficient �Dth�
predicted by the hydrodynamic theory. The abrupt decrease
in D occurred in high temperature water due to the aggrega-
tion of the particles.27,29 Alargova et al.27 examined the dif-
fusion coefficient and the hydrodynamic diameter of PSL
with respect to heating time t in high temperature and high
pressure water. Figure 9�b� shows that D decreases and hy-
drodynamic diameter increases as the sample is heated at a
constant temperature �300 °C� and pressure �15 MPa�. Re-
sults suggest that once the aggregation starts it continues fast
as time passes even though the temperature and pressure re-
main constant. The stability criterion of the high temperature
and high pressure colloidal dispersion is in agreement with
this experimental evidence.

From the above discussion and based on the experimen-
tal fact �Fig. 8� that the size of silica nanoparticles remains
unchanged in SCE for a long period of time, we suggest that
aggregation of the particles does not occur and the SCE dis-
persion remains stable for a long period of time at the given
experimental conditions.

Recently, we examined the size of the particles as a func-
tion of temperature in SCE by a simple method.34 We sealed
a part of the fresh sample in a reactor �made of a Ni-based
supermetal known as Hastelloy C22�, which was then heated
to the desired temperature in a heating bath and kept at each
temperature for 2 h. After 2 h of heat treatment the reactor
was naturally cooled down to the ambient temperature. The
heat treated sample was then collected from the reactor and
the size of the particles was measured by DLS at 25 °C.
Results showed that particles do not aggregate within the

temperature range, 20–304 °C �at P=12.3 MPa�; however,
they aggregate at temperatures T�305 °C.34 Based on this
simple experiment, we suggested that the decrease in D in
DLS experiment at P=12.3 MPa and T�305 °C occurs due
to aggregation of the particles.34 One must realize that the
DLS experiment and this reactor experiment were not per-
formed at the same conditions. The pressure path is very
important at high temperature and high pressure experiment.
For DLS experiment pressure was controlled and measured
at each temperature, but for the heat treatment experiment in
the reactor, we measured only the final pressure at each tem-
perature; and the pressure path was not controlled. Since the
pressure path was not controlled, these investigations should
be reexamined by means of a controlled pressure system,
which was not possible at this stage due to technical difficul-
ties.

The diffusion behavior of nanoparticles in the SCF dras-
tically changes with pressure, which has important implica-
tions in optimizing the chemical processes. The enhancement
of the diffusion coefficient of the particles within the vicinity
of the critical density is unique and fascinating. Figure 10
shows the ridge of density fluctuations in SCE �without par-
ticles� and the thermodynamic condition for maximum diffu-
sion coefficients of nanoparticles in SCE. Results show that
the thermodynamic state for the maximum diffusion coeffi-
cient �solid line� lies slightly below the ridge �i.e., within the
gaslike SCF�.

FIG. 8. Diffusion coefficient of silica nanoparticles as a function of time t
spent by the particles at temperatures of 265, 305, and 325 °C under a
constant pressure of 12.3 MPa �Ref. 34�.

FIG. 9. �a� Diffusion coefficient of CG �Refs. 27 and 29� and PSL �Ref. 29�
in water at P=25 MPa. The size of CG is 66 nm and PSL is 214 nm in
diameter. The solid lines represent theoretical prediction �Dth�. �b� Diffusion
coefficient and hydrodynamic diameter of PSL as a function of time t spent
by the particles in water at T=300 °C and P=15 MPa. Reprinted with
permission from R. G. Alargova, S. Deguchi, and K. Tsujii, Colloids Surf., A
183–185, 303 �2001�. Copyright 2001, Elsevier Science B.V.
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The enhancement of the diffusion coefficient in the vi-
cinity of the critical density and the abrupt decrease in the
diffusion coefficient at very low density gaslike fluid may be
associated with the rapid change in the direct correlation
function �related to the effective intermolecular potential�
within the SCF. To explain observed diffusion behavior we
consider van der Waals fluid model which gives good phe-
nomenological description for the behavior of the supercriti-
cal state and presents the essence of the density
fluctuations.16 Infinitely dilute supercritical mixtures may be
classified into any of the three categories: attractive, weakly
attractive, and repulsive, according to the sign of the solute’s
partial molar properties and of the excess number of solvent
molecules surrounding a given solute.21,25,26 The attractive or
repulsive character of a van der Waals mixture is determined
by the ratio of solute to solvent specific energies, referred to
the respective molecular volumes. When temperature is in-
creased at a constant pressure, the SCF expands �i.e., density
decreases� and the intermolecular �solvent-solvent� potential
rapidly changes from attractive to the repulsive across the
ridge of density fluctuations. The presence of a trace amount
of solute within a supercritical solvent characterized by long-
ranged density fluctuations gives rise to a cooperative
phenomenon,21,25,26 which, for attractive systems, involves
the formation of a large solvent-rich region around each sol-
ute particle. Similarly, for repulsive system, the cooperative
phenomenon involves the formation of a large solvent-
deficient region around each solute. The solvent-rich region
around a particle occurs in the liquidlike SCF and the
solvent-deficient region around a particle occurs in the low
density gaslike SCF. We suggest that the unique diffusion
behaviors observed in the vicinity of the critical density and
within the low density gaslike fluid are associated with the
rapid change in the solvent-solvent and solute-solvent inter-
action potentials upon density change across the ridge of
density fluctuations and within the gaslike fluid.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Diffusion behaviors of silica nanoparticles have been
systematically investigated in SCE in terms of solvent prop-

erties by varying temperature and pressure to elucidate how
the inhomogeneous solvent structures and the density fluc-
tuations in the solvent affect the transport properties of the
particles. Results demonstrate that at a constant pressure
�P� Pc� the diffusion coefficient �D� of the particles in-
creases with increasing temperature, reaches its maximum
Dmax, and finally decreases abruptly at very low density gas-
like SCF. We observed that the Einstein–Stokes relationship
does not work in the SCF state. Results show that in the
vicinity of the critical density, D is significantly larger than
what is expected by the Einstein–Stokes relationship. D
reaches Dmax at a particular thermodynamic condition, which
is expressed by the empirical equation Tri= Pri

0.16 �for Tri�1,
Pri�1�. Here, Tri=Ti /Tc and Pri= Pi / Pc; for ethanol,
Tc=514 K and Pc=6.1 MPa. Results further reveal that D
reaches Dmax at a solvent density which is slightly lower than
the critical density. This diffusion behavior of the particles in
the SCF is novel, unique, and intriguing. We suggest that the
enhancement of the diffusion coefficient in the vicinity of the
critical density and the abrupt decrease in the diffusion coef-
ficient within the low density gaslike fluid are associated
with the change in the solvent-solvent and solute-solvent di-
rect correlation function upon density change across the
ridge and within the gaslike fluid.
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